MICMUTE PMD

The Whirlwind PM and PMD (Push to Mute) Micmutes offer passive switching solutions for controlling the on and off conditions of a microphone or balanced line via momentary footswitch or finger switch operation. The signal passes through the box unless the switch is held down. The Micmuted PM has a heavy-duty footswitch actuator and the PMD has a red, finger operated pushbutton for desktop use. Each box has a female XLR input and a male XLR output jack. When no signal is passing through the boxes, the output jack is configured to mute the input of the connected audio device.

Micmuted PM - Push to Mute footswitch
Micmuted PMD - Push to Mute desktop
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The Micmutes PP and PPD are configured as latching Push On; Push Off switches, meaning that the switch must be pushed and released to turn the signal on or off through the box. Each time the switch is pressed and released (PP), or toggled (PPD) the signal is changed from one condition to the other.

The Micmutes PT and PTD are configured as Push to Talk switches, meaning that the input signal is normally not connected to the output; nothing is passing through the box. When the switch is depressed and held down, the signal is turned on and passed through to the output. The signal is disconnected as soon as the switch is released.

The Micmutes PX is an active, completely silent, microphone muting box. The circuitry allows the user to temporarily mute the mic signal with no audible artifacts even when the console channel is set at high gains. In addition, the Micmutes PX can be configured to operate in any of the switching modes: PT (Push to Talk), PM (Push to Mute), or PP (Latching Push On; Push Off).

This product is warranted to be free of defects in materials or workmanship to the original purchaser for a period of 3 years from the date of purchase. Should warranty service be required, return the unit postage paid along with the original sales receipt to:

Whirlwind Music Dist., Inc.
99 Ling Road
Rochester NY 14612

Whirlwind will, at its option, repair or replace the unit. This warranty does not cover damage resulting from abuse, unauthorized modifications or use of the product in unintended applications.
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